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" 1. Introduction

One of the most important applications of molecular Jet spectroscopy

has been to the study of intermolecular interactions and dynamics. Studies

of chromophore solute molecules surrounded by inert gases and simple alkanes

have been suggested to be useful in the modeling of solution behavior.
1 In

like manner. aromatic diners, triners, tetramers, etc. may be thought of as

potential model systems for pure condensed phases. Even if the geometry and

dynamics of either of these small cluster model systems are quite different

from those of the condensed phases ep! 1e, the molecular Jet generated

clusters serve as an important component of our understanding and modeling

of the collective properties of condensed matter.

Yet generated aromatic diners have been studied by various techniques:

(tetrazine)2 , 2 (benzoic acid)2 , 3 (benzene)2 ,
4 and (benzene-tetrazine)$ have

been examined by optical spectroscopy, and molecule beam electric ressonance

E(WUeR) studies have been reported for (benzene)2
"7 (hezsfluorobeuzon) 2,

7

and (benzene-hexafluorobenzene). 7  Photoionization time of flight mass

spectroscopy (TOfFS) studies have thus far only been reported for -

(benzene)2 .9

The above studies have two pertinent and common goals-the elucidation

of diner geometry and energy dynamics. The only well documented diner

structures are those of (tetrazino) 2 and (benzoee-tetrazine) for which high

resolution rotational structure has been reported and analyzed for the

0 optical transitions. Specific and detailed intermolecular interactions seen

to play an important role in determining the relative orientations of the C'

two monomer subunits. The gas phase structure of the diners does not appear

to be necessarily the sane as expected from known crystal structures.
2 '3

Nonetheless, Ilesperer At al.,6 "7 using the IfB! technique, have suggested

)des

that the relative orientations of the two subunits in (bonone)2 ,  or

• .,-- -° -.. , .• " ,o o° . .° . O o . •. .. ° ° o * ° , • ° • , , - . , . . .• , • ..• . • ., ° • . . . . ...
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(bozafluorobonzen.) 2 o and (hezafluorobenzene-benzene) are consistent with

the nearest neighbor translationally inquivalent molecule orientations found

in the crystal.10 °11  As in (benzone) 2 , the two monomer subunits in.

(hoxafluoro benzene) 2 are stated to be arranged in a perpendicular fashion.

In the (heoxafluorobenzene-benzene) diner the two molecules are arranged in a

parallel stacked orientation. One must understand. however, that the NEER

technique selects for polar molecules and clusters oily and thus may not

reader unique results.

Numerous theoretical treatments of the relative orientations of benzene

molecules in the benzene diner have appeared. 1 2 No unanimous agreement

exists among those studies. In general, four arrangements of the beazene

molecules have been suggested: the perpendicular or 'T', the parallel

stacked, the parallel side-by-side and parallel displaced &ad tilted

configurations.

Energy dynamics have also been explored in some diner systems and are

found to depend significantly on geometry. In (tetrazine)2 ° two distinct

conformations have been characterized2: one diner conformation is planar

with two translationally equivalent molecules and the other diner

conformation is perpendicular with symmetry inequivalent rings giving rise

to two electronic transitions. In (benzoic acid) 2, electronic excitation is

found largely localized in one or the other molecular subunit.3 Shortening

of the S1 life time in (benzene) 2 can be attributed to the rearrangement of
.

a ground state confiluration, assumed to be perpendicular, to an exciner

"' Configuration upon excitation..

The work reported in this paper is an outgrowth of the studies of the

toluene diner: the data for the toluene system are quite complicated and

somewhat perplexing. In order to understand these latter results, data have

boon collected on the toluene-benzene and benzene diners in the hope thatLI .;.. * . . . .____ ____ ____ ___.-___ __-_
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these additional systems would serve as a guide for the (toluene) 2 Species

and prove a test for our techniques. Four experiments on toluene-benzene,

I
(benzene)2 , and (toluene)2 were carried out: two-color photojonization time

of flight mass spectroscopy (2-color XS), determination of S1 life times,

ionization energy dependence of the TOFUS intensity, and changes in these

results with isotopic substitution.

Through these experiments, the toluene-benzene diner is found to have

two distinct conformations. We suggest that in one conformation the two
I

molecules are parallel with their centers displaced from one another. Te

call this the parallel displaced configuration. The molecules in the

parallel displaced configuration rearranged into an eximer conformation upon

excitiation to Si. the barrier for this geometry change, a shift in position
and a shortening of the inter-ring distance, is found to be -900 cm-1 . The

other toluene-benzene dimer geometry features the two subunits in a

perpendicular arrangement giving rise to more than one possible local

configuration. The parallel displaced configuration is about ten times more

prevalent for our molecular Jet expansion conditions than the perpendicular

geometries. The observation of two possible configurations for the toluene-

benzene dimer has led to a more complete interpretation of toluene diner and

to a reevaluation of the geometry of the benzene diner.

As isotope ef fect study of the benzene diners (k60 6, d6 :d6, h6 :d6 )

leads to the conclusion that excitation exchange or exciton effects dominate

the 00 transition. Te thereby conclude that the ground state conformation

of this species is parallel displaced with Cah symmetry. This parallel

displaced conformation transforms, upon excitation, into an excimer

geometry: the barrier height for this transformation is zero. The data are .

also consistent with the less likely geometry of two side-by-side molecules

in a common plane (diner symmetry D2h).

• p.. . . .. .. . . . ." --. :
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The absorption spectrum of the toluene diner shows great complexity.

Ionization energy dependence of the absorption features strongly suggest

that two different geometries are present. These are most likely the

parallel displaced and perpendicular coafigurations* unfortunately, both

spectra fall in the sane region.

.1

II. Experimental Procedures

The supersonic molecular Jet apparatus employed in this work and the -

procedures for obtaining the 2-color MS data have been described in detail

previously. " Information specific to the present experiments only will be

presented below.

Two Quanta-Ray Nd:YAG pumped dye laser systems provide the excitation

and ionization laser beans. The initial excitation process to S1 is

accomplished typically with Coumarin 500 in the dye laser' however, for

d6 A 6 and d6 :h6 LDS 698 is used. The output of the Coumaria dye is

doubled and the output of the LDS 698 must be doubled and mixed with

1.06 pm. Ionization (S1 to I) is affected by various frequency doubled dye

outputs. Most of the detailed information about laser energy and intensity

is included in the figure captions. The excitation and ionization beam

widths are typically -0.25 ca 1 . However, in the experiment for which "-

infrared mixing is required (doubled LDS 698 + 1.06 pm), the excitation

laser band width is increased to -1 cm- 1 (- /0.25 + 0.85 .

The S1 lifetimes of the dineric species are determined by varying the

time delay between the pump and the ionization laser pulses while monitoring

the 2-color NS signal intensity. The ion signals are processed through a

Tektronix 7912AD programmable digitizer, with 7A16P and 7D9OP plug-in units,

which is interfaced to an RP 9845S computer. The programmable digitizer is

delay-triggored from an Evans digital delay board to minimize inteantisy

.:, " --;.-.i .i...-?.?,'-"'.".." " -.-- --. °-, .-- ". .-'-..-." - ., -.-- -,.'. "-""-- ,-..-.----: -" .--.- :..-,.-, -.-.°- ....,., ,. " ""'122
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6

fluctuations due to time jitter. The two laser pulses are monitored by the

same 1P28 photomultiplier tube. In order to obtain an accurate measurement

of the time delay between the two pulses, a small portion of the 1-color US 
" I

signal due to the pump beam is intentionally monitored. This latter signal

is usually too small to be observed, but in this case it is generated by

increased pump laser intensity to serve as a calibration mark for zero time

delay. Thus, the time delays between the two laser pulses can be accurately

measured between the weak 1-color MS and intense 2-color IS signals. Each .

data point is an average of 640 laser shots. Laser power drifts are

minimized by completing the particular lifetime experiment in a abort period

of time (-1/2 hour). observed power drifts in the lasers are roughly 5% per "

1/2 hour. The lifetime data should be accurate to within ±5 ns.

Three different nozzles are employed in this apparatus to obtain 
2-

color US spectra: a 25 pm CV nozzle, a 50 pm CV nozzle, and a 0.5 mm pulsed

nozzle. The temperature of nozzle is kept at 250C unless otherwise stated

in the figure captions. No obvious differences in spectral features are

observed as a function of nozzle types except for intensities: the 0.5 mm .n

pulsed nozzle gives the most intense spectra. Lifetimes of the toluene

diner are found to depend on nozzle conditions, however.

Calibration for the absorption spectra is provided either by the

optogalvanic effect for a Fe-Ne hollow cathode lamp or a calibrated

NcPherson 1.0 a monochromator. Absolute positions of spectral features are

accurate to ±1.0 cm1 and relative positions are accurate to ±0.3 cm1 for

sharp features.

- - . .. -. % .*~-.. 
, ."--
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Two additional experiments on the benzene diner have been carried out:

a Stark effect study performed by varying the potential between the plates

of the mass spectrometer (300 V to 2000 V over a distance of -1.0 cm) and a -

two photon absorption, TOFIS detected study of the (benzene) 2 000

transition.
4

III. Results

In this section the experimental data for each diner will be reported

separately for four experiments: 2-color MS. ionization energy dependence

of the absorption features, S1 lifetimes, and isotopic effects. Emission

studies were not pursued for these systems because: (a) emission spectra of

'benzene)2 are well documented"4 (b) the total emission of the toluene dimer

is quite weak, and (c) significant intramolecular vibrational redistribution

processes are expected for (toluene) 2 and toluene-benzene.
1 3

A. Toluene-benzene

1. 2-Color ES

The 00 levels of toluene and benzene in their first excited states
are separated by only 608 cm -1 . Thus, upon excitation of the 00 ad 61

levels of the benzene molecule in the sixed diner, higher levels of the .

toluene molecule will also be accessed (i.e.. 6s.b 1 , 11 121. and 8a 1 ).-

For notational convenience we will refer to the component of a diner

accessed by an asterisk: h:h 6- h 8  6:d d6h16 :h8 , etc. (h8 and d6

represent toluene-h8 and benzene-d6 , respoctively).

!Ie*hb:000. Fig. 1 (top trace) describes the 2-color US spectrum of r-j,

hS A6 near the toluene 000. The spectum in this region is free of

congestion and without features of h6 O:hg. Two sets of peaks are obvious

from the figures: one set is red shifted relative to the toluene 0 0 by 250

--.-. '.-.'-.-.'-. ": .- , .. . .' .," -.".-".-". . ".". . ,'. - - - - - . .. - . . -. . -- .- . . . .", '



to 100 cm- 1 and the other set is in the proximity of the toluene 000 (-25 to

+35 cm-1 ). The more red shifted bands are roughly an order of magnitude

more intense than the less red shifted ones. The positions of these .,. -

features are tabulated in Table I.

The lower energy features can be analyzed as a stretching progression

built on the -247 cm-1 feature. This latter band is thereby assigned as the

000 transition of one configuration of h8 :h 6 (see Table 1). The

transitions near the toluene 000 bear no apparent relationship to the lower

energy set. Moreover, they have a doublet structure and are not readily

analyzed as a progression built on a given feature or a set of features (see

Fig. 2). These weak transitions can be thought of as due to a number of

similar configurations of haS:h 6. Suggestions for geometries associated

with these two sets of features will be considered in the Discussion

section.

h6:1501, 6.01 6b etc. The 2-color US spectrum of has:h.

remains relatively free of congestion up to the 6b0
1 transition of toluene.

The prominant absorption features in this spectral region are tabulated in

Table I. Only the lover energy configuration is observed at 1501 with two

van der as stretching features. A similar spectrum is observed at 6a01

The higher energy configuration is apparently too weak to be observed. The

absorption spectrum of haS:h 6 at 6b0 is similar to that observed for the

00. Bands due to both configurations are observed. It is not possible to

assign all the features at 10 1201, and 18&01 uniquely because of overlap

between transitions to different vibrations and different configurations

(see Table I).

00h 0, 0 This spectral region exhibits complicated structure due

to the overlap of 6b0
1 (h8e:h 6 ) and 101 (h8e:h 6 ). By comparison with the

,- ....

* . . . .p . ...-.. * *........... .................... *. . . . . -.



d6 :h8 spectrum a feature specific to the h6e:8 000 can be located at

-45 c - from benzene-h6 expected 00

16I :h# r0 Fi0 . 3 presents the absorption spectrum of h6 :h8 and

d 6 :b8 soar the 601 origin of b 6 . Again. deuteration of the benzene moiety .. -

the toluene benzene diner aids in the identification of the h6 :h-

absorption bands. An intense doublet at -45 c - 1 from h 6  is clearly

associated with h6 :h8 . The site splitting of the doublet is -4.5 cm- 1.

Table II summarizes these data.

2. Ionization energy dependence

The ionization potentials of toulene and benzene monomers are

known.1 4  In general, the ionization threshold for a cluster is a few

hundred cm-1 lower in energy than the corresponding monomer threshold.
1 5

The onset of ionization is not sharp in most clusters. 2-color HS data have

already been published for benzene clusters,8 and this same energy vas

employed for h6 :h8 and d6 ":h ionization energy OLI - 2789 1). For 8  .:h6

and d5e:h6 the toluene monomer ionization energy was used (q - 2975 1).

Using an ionization beam wavelength of 2789 _ for h and do :h""n

fragmentation was observed. This observation suggests that the binding

energy of (h%:h6 )* is sore than 2200 cm-1.

On the other hand, lowering the ionization beam energy by 600 om 1

(from XI - 2975 1 to 3029 1) causes a change in relative intensity of the
h8 e:h 6 000 features at - -250 cm- 1 compared to those at -25 cm- 1 . The

different ionization energy dependence of the two sets of absorption

features suggests the existence of at least two distinct configurations for

0 1ha:h 6 (see Fig. 1). This trend is best seen for the O0 and 6s0

transitions. Similar studies for h6 *:hl were inconclusive because of weak

intensity and spectral congestion.

.-.
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3. Lifetimes

The S1 lifetime for h6 :h6 is found to be -40 as while the S1

lifetime of h is 103 as.16 This behavior has been previously explained to
6a

be due to excimer formation in h 6 :h 6 . By monitoring the S 1 lifetime of

both geometries of ha :h6 and h6 :h8 , the excited state dynamics of this

diner can be explored. The S1 lifetime study for the higher energy

configuration was confined to the 000 because of congestion and low

intensity for other vibronic levels. Note the S1 lifetimes of hg:h 6 are

75 as at the 00, 60 ns at the 6b 1 , and 49 ns at 121 (see Table 1II). The S 1

lifetime of h6 o:h 8 at 61 (more than 1300 cm -1 above the hS:h6  00) is I
36 as. This latter lifetime is the same as that found for h6 :h6 . we

suggest that this gradual decrease in the S1 lifetime of the lover energy

diner as higher vibronic states are probed is due to rearrangement of h8 :h6
C6

and h 6 :h8 into an excimer configuration. This transformation takes place

with a finite barrier height.

4. Isotope Effects

The effects of isotopic substitution on the toluene-benzene diner

has been examined at the 000 and 61b01 transitions for both geometries: both

configurations have been studied at the 000, but only the low energy one has

been studied at the 6b 0
1 . The resulting spectra are presented in Figs. 2,

4, and S. The relative shifts between the protonated and deuterated

isotopic diners (hs , :h6 , h6 6) are listed in Table IV. I,

The most striking features of these data are the unusual direction of the

shifts and difference in shifts for the two configurations.

. . . . . . . .....-. '-.*.*..-p

,, ".,,. .
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B. Beazene Diner

Although the benzene diner has been examined in the Jot tkrough 2-color

NS,8 19 fluorescene,4 and NBER experiments,6 "7 results for the toluene-

benzene diner suggest that the previous determination of the benzene diner

* conformation and excited state dynamics night well require revision. The

Discussion section will deal with the interpretation of these data in terms

of excitation exchange theory.

1. 2-Color NS

The absorption spectrum of the benzene diner exhibits only one

band, red shifted by -40 cm-1 relative to the benzene monomer electronic

origin. A doublet is observed for the 601 transition together with three

weak features (see Figs. 6 and 7), previously assigned as van der Weals

nodes of the benzene dimer.8 The data are summarized in Table V.

2. Lifetimes

S1 lifetimes have been obtained for h6 :h6, h6 e:d 6, d6 :d6  and

d6 :h6 at the 0 and 61 levels. Results are tabulated in Table III. Note

the short lifetime of the benzene diner as compared to that of the monomer.

3. Isotope effects

A study of the isotope effects for the benuene diner has been

1 9 0reported for the 60 transition. However, without information on the 0

transition, interpretation of these data is Incomplete. Thus, we have

carried out a systematic study of the isotope effect for the benzene diner

for both the 000 and 601 transitions (see Figs. 6 and 7 and Table V). No

significant differences are found for the 601 transition between the

previously reported isotope effects and those reported in this work. Note ,
S..,--

I. S..o °*•
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0 1and 60 trniin t. oooeua
in particular that for both the 00 nd transitions the homoolecular

diners (h6 :h6 and d6 *:d6 ) always appear to lover energy than the mixed

diners (k6:d6 and d6
0 :h6). This is clearly not associated with a normal

isotope effect.

4. Miscellaneous experiments

Two other experiments have been carried out for the benzene diner:

a Stark effect investigation and a two photon absorption study of the 00 0

transition. Both experiments are designed to locate any hidden or forbidden

transitions. Both experiments produce negative results.

The voltage at the TOFNS ionization region was varied from 300 /cn to

2000 V/cm. No broadening of the h6*:h6 000 transition is observed over this

range of Stark voltages.

A search for the two photon absorption of the 000 transition vas not

successful. A two photon spectrum would arise in this region if a S-

* symmetry exciton state were present. In order to test out this method,

however, we searched for a two photon absorption of a-propyl-benzene at the

0
00 transition: this experiment was also unsuccessful indicating that the

two photon signal is about 105 times smaller than the one photon signal. If

the ionization beam is focused, a small signal due to nonresonant four-

photon ionization can be observed.

C. Toluene diner -

1. 2-Color NS

Absorption spectra of the toluene diner are presented for the 0.0
0... ,

region only. Spectra of the higher vibronic transitions are omitted due to

spectral congestion. Fig. S (bottom trace) shows the absorption spectrum of

kS*:h near the toluene monomer electronic origin. The absorption spectrum

p-" '

L .. " . °



consists of sharp and diffuse features with an underlying broad background.

Similar spectra obtain for he:dg. d 8 :d8 . and dse:h8 (see Figs. 8 and 9 ).

The absorption features of h8 :d 8 seen to be somewhat sharper than

those of the other iosotopes. Although large toluene clusters, (toluene) 3 ,

*- (toluene) 4 . etc. have absorption in the same region, fragmentation has been

found to be minimal. Moreover, the absorption intensity of (tolueoe)3 and

(toluene) 4 for the beam conditions employed is found to be at least a factor

of ton smaller than that found for (toluene) 2 . The relative positions of

the major absorption bands for (toluene)2 are listed in Table VT.

2. Lifetimes

The S1 lifetime data for the major absorption features of

(toluene)2 with toluene expanded in a 0.5 mm pulsed nozzle are listed in

Table VI. The nozzle temperature is maintained at 4°C during this

experiment. Relatively shorter lifetimes (by -10 as) are obtained for most t

of the absorption features (see Table VI) of h 8 :hS with a 25 pm CW nozzle

at 256C or a 0.5 an pulsed nozzle at 70°C: the 1 lifetime appears to be

sensitive to beam conditions and cooling. Note also that relatively shorter

lifetimes are found for ds5 :h and that relatively longer lifetimes are

found for do :do. We do not fully understand this behavior at present. The

detailed structure of the excited state energy hypersurface and precisely

where on this surface the molecule resides, seem to play an essential role

in determination of the S1 lifetimes of the dimeric isotopic species of

toluene.

/:K:::
* -- .~~'.- - ~- . . ..
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3. Ionization energy dependence

All isotopic diners of toluene show two different energy

dependences for the ionization energy. The more red shifted (broad)

features have a lower ionization energy than the less red shifted (sharp)

features (see Figs. 10 and 11). This is the sane trend that is observed for

the toluene-benzene diner.

4. Isotope effects

Isotope effects for the toluene diner have been examined for the

0 0 transition. The spectra and data can be found in Figs. 8 and 9 and

Table VI. Bowever. due to the complicated broad structure of the spectrum,

the isotopic effects can not readily be assigned or compared.

IV. Discussion

The intermolecular interactions and energy dynamics of the diners can

now be addressed based on the results presented in the last section. Te

will discuss the three systems separately. Since the toluene-benzene diner

has been pivotal in our understanding of the other diners, we will discuss

it first.

A. Toluene-benzee diners

1. Geonetry

The absorption spectrum of clearly shows two sets of

absorption bands. These features have been associated with two distinct

eonfigurations. The absorption features of the lower energy set can be .

0Z
analyzed as a Go transition followed by a progression in a van dot Waal&

stretch. The absorption features of the higher energy set are not readily

analyzed in this fashion (see Figs. 1 and 2 and Table I). Those two sets of
;7 °:*.

-,,+....... . .. ,...+, _.._. ,. • -"- --,, '." '+ ' ' ,,.',, -... .',., , ._',s. , .-: ,,. -. +, , ,..'_" .-'f , ,,.," r." _r " ," -_" ".. -. ,.""o *.
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features are apparently unrelated'. that is, the higher energy set is not

built on the lower energy one. The features also have different ionization

energies: the higher energy set of transitions near the toluene 000 has an

ionization energy at least 600 cm- 1 higher than the lover energy set. Other

differences have been noted in the Results section.

As all the absorption features associated with the higher energy

grouping have the same ionization energy dependence and similar spectral

shifts, they must arise from similar conformations. This pattern would seen

to be most likely generated by a perpendicular arrangement of the toluene

*- and benzene molecules. Several possible orientations of the toluene and

benzene molecules can give rise to a perpendicular arrangement; this would

in turn generate a number of different transitions with similar energies.

The more red shifted bands appear to arise from a single conformation

of h8 :h6. Based on intensities, this conformation is favored by roughly

10:1 over the perpendicular ones. We assign these features to a parallel

* displaced configuration for the following reasons: (a) comparison with

benzene discussed belowi, (b) the parallel displaced conformation can easily V

transform into an excimer upon excitation* and (c) given that the higher

energy features are thought to arise from a perpendicular geometry, the

parallel displaced geometry seems most reasonable.

Two parallel displaced geometries are possible. Polarizability

arguments would favor the methyl group of toluene coordinated with center of

the benzene ring. Hydrogen repulsion considerations would favor the methyl

grOUp away from the benzene ring. At present we are not able to resolve

these geometries further, but it seems clear from the data that only one

arrangement exists. Preliminary atom-atom potential calculations (szp -6)

seem to favor the benzene displaced toward the methyl group. 1 7
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To should expect to observe a similar spectral pattern for h6°:ha. The

2-color NS spectrum of h6 :h 8 (see Fig. 3 and Table 11) at 6 c onsists of

an intense doublet red shifted by 45 c -1 and a few weak, loss red shifted

features. To suggest that the -45 ce 1 band is the 601 transition of the

parallel displaced conformation. The less red shifted features may partly

be due to the perpendicular conformations of h6 :h 8 snd partly due to the van

der Vals modes of the parallel displaced configuration. The intensity

distribution is consistent with that observed for h8 :h6 _

The doublet nature of the 601 of h6*:h8 is caused by the lifting of the

degeneracy of the h6 61 state due to the reduced site symmetry in the diner

(site splitting). The site splitting for 61 h6e:h8 is about 4.5 c - 1 and is8J

similar to that observed in h6O:h6 (see below) and the benzene crystal.
18

While the geometry designations for the different sets of transitions

are based on comparisions, reasonability arguments, qualitative data, and

preliminary calculations,- the conclusion that two distinct general geometric

arrangements exist for the toluene-benzene diner is certain. This point is

one that deserves emphasis and the one that has given us the insight into

the structure of the benzene and toluene dimers discussed below. The

parallel displaced and perpendicular arrangements are the best suggestions

at this time for the two geometries. -

2. Isotope effects

The mined diner hS:h 6 transitions are red shifted relative to the

h8
° monomer transitions, in general. This shift is due to additional

stabilization of the excited state upon complexation. Thus, one expects

that the h8 :d6 transition will be lower in energy than the ks

transition. As can be seen in Figs. 2, 4, and 5 and Table IV. this is the Y.

opposite of what is actually observed. As the 8, states of toluene and

.,--.,: . ,- -:.-:.-. :.%,-[,-[.-:,.:,-:,-:,.: -:,-',-' .-.. '...,.'..-..'....., .... ,. ,.-.,. .' ....-..-..-..- ,.-..-,,-:..:,.... ,.:. ." . " .,:..'.,:.,,.., ., '..'- *-*
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benzene are separated by more than 600 cm- 1. spectral shifts due to quasi-

reasonance interactions between the constituent molecules should be

*e:: negligible. Studies of isotopic mixed crystals of benzene show that .

isotopic effects on the gas to crystal shifts (AD) are different for h6 in

84

could be subjected to similar effects. The energy difference between h6

and hga:d6 and dge:d 6 and dee:h 6 can then be analyzed as a combination of

the normal isotopic effect and the isotope effect on the gas to cluster

shift. This analysis yields large normal isotopic effects: -12 c -1 for

the O00 and -8.6 cs - 1 for the 6b 0
1 transitions. Unfortunately, no mixed

crystal data are available for this system and direct comparison cannot be .

made. These values appear large to us and may well be hiding additional

interactions not considered in the above analysis.

3. Excited state dynamics

Benzene and toluene molecules are known to form excimers in

200
solution. Toluene does not form an extinct as readily as benzene,

supposedly due to steric hindrance between the methyl groups.2 0 The present

S1 lifetime data for h 8 e:h 6 show a gradual shortening from the 0v to 121

states and eventually approach the 36 as lifetime for 61 of h 8 . This

shortening of the S1 lifetime can be attributed to three apparent causes:

() lntramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVI). (b) intersystem

crossing. and (c) exciser formation with a finite energy barrier. Since the

S1 lifetime data are obtained by monitoring the Intensity of the (h8:h6 ).

ions, IVI has no impact on the observed lifetime as long as the employed

ionization energy will ionize the hS :N 00. Intersystes crossing seems

unlikely to affect the toluene benzene lifetime because the 81 lifetimes of

higher benzene clusters are not shortened. 8 Wo therefore suggest that the

L..... . ... ..9& :. -:~ * : -~_ __ _ -.. ,: -' -'.- .'_' ' ' .. ,,,' .-*., .'... -. ,-,'
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shortening of the S1 lifetime of the toluene-benzene diner is an indication

of excimer formation: the parallel displaced configuration changes to a

parallel undisplaced and more tightly bound configuration. The observations

that the lifetime of the 0 level is long and that the lifetimes of the 121

level of h:h6 and the 61 level of h6 *:h8 are short give some idea of the

barrier height for excimer formation. As 121 is 933 cm- 1 higher in energy

than the 00, we suggest that the barrier height is -900 cm-1 .

B. Benzene diner

1. Geometry

To obtain a clear picture of the relative orientation of the benzene

molecules in the benzene diner, a discussion of the intermolecular

interactions is necessary.

For the 000 transition or any totally symmetric vibration built on it,

the benzene diner energy can be written as, 2 1

E = a + D + N12

in which a is the molecular transition energy, D is the gas to cluster

shift, and 112 is the exciton or excitation exchange energy. If the two

components in the diner are not symmetry related (i.e., not equivalent),

then the gas to cluster shift terms caa be different for each molecule and

the above equation becomes slightly more complicated.

The observed spectrum will be strongly dependent on the symmetry of the

diner. If the two monomer units are in a parallel undisplaced configuration

(i.e., the three-fold axis is preserved in the diner), no absorption will be

0
observed for the 00 transition and no site splitting will be observed for

601. with lower than C3 symmetry either one or two diner features can

appear at the 00 transiton and the 601 transition will split.
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The details of the spectra also depend on the intermolecular

interactions. Since only one absorption feature appears at the 000 for each

* dimer and the 601 is a doublet, certain severe restriction are placed on the

* geometry of (benzen.)2.
0

As can be seen from the spectra of the 00 region, the isotope effects

are relatively small and do not dominate the line positions (Fig. 6).

However. exciton effects do control the separation between the isotopic

Ca

diners Nh :h6 and h6 *:d6 ; d6 *:d6 and d6 :h 6 )- as the homosolecular or

'Pure' diners are always jojgez in i!!!gI than the heteromolecular or 'mixed'

diners. The energy separation r between h6 *C:h6 and h6 :d 6 and d6 :d 6 and

d6 Nh can be analyzed as follows:

r-A + AD + 6 + 112

in which A is the isotope effect. AD is the isotope effect on the gas to

cluster shift, and 5 is the quasi-resonance term. 2 1 The contribution of the

*terms A. AD and 6 to Fhave different signs for the h6  diners andd

diners, the N1 term, however, always has the same sign. One then finds

(3.32 cml) h C=-A + AD -6 + 112.
6

(3.17 cWmJ~ 6 +4A AD' +464112

or

6.49 cm1l AD -AD' + 232

From the study of isotopic mixed benzene crystals.1  one finds that

*AD' -3/5 AD. Thus for the 00 trasition,

2X12 + 2/5AD 6.49 cml.
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Given the above observations, the benzene diner must be such that the

two molecules are symmetry related (equivalent). The transition to the

upper exciton component is spectroscopically forbidden. Two such

arrangements of the monomer subunits can give rise to the observations:

(1) Dh symmetry with both subunits lying in the same plane and (2)C

symmetry with the molecules parallel, stacked, and displaced. The first 4

configuration seems unlikely based on hydrogen repulsion and excimer

formation. The C2h parallel displaced conformation is favored. The most

reasonable displaced geometry probably minimizes the repulsion energy. Te

believe this would imply a displacement along the y-axis (through a carbon

atom). The allowed transitions in C2h symmetry is Au. As and the forbidden

transition is Bg-Ag. In this geometry, the diner does not have a ground

state dipole moment.

Similar spectra are observed for the nontotally symmetric vibronic

transition 60. Note the peculiar line shapes for the 60 transition of - -

d6
0 h6 and de:d 6. This may be due partly to the increase in the line width

of the excitation laser to -1 cm 1 , a result of mixing 1.06 pn with doubled

IDS 698. Employing reasoning comparable to that for the 000 transition to

analyze the 60 features, we find

2X12 + 2/5 AD -3.99 cm - "
Ip

in which 112 is virtually zero based on a comparison of pur* and

isotopically mixed benzene crystal data2 2 and similar values of the site

splitting in h6a:h6 and h6 *:d 6 . Thus. AD is approximately equal to 10 cm- 1 .

If we set AD(60 1 ) AD(0 0
0 ), then M12 -1.3 cs -1 . This value is similar to

the various values found for the benzene crystal, albiet with the benzene

molecules in a different orientation. 2 1 The 61 site splitting obtained in

the present study is -3.6 cm 1 which is nearly identical to that found for

.. ,:. '
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the benzene crystal.1 8 All these results are consistent with a C2h diner

symmetry.

The value of 12 for the 00 o (benzene)2 can also be determined basedT10 1

on the observed energies for the 000 and 601 transitions of h6 :h6 and

:d6
2 1 The vibrational intervals of a guest in an isotopic aixed benzene

crystal are independent of isotopic substitution of the host. Thus, the

value found for 61 in h6 :d6 (521.4 co
- ') should be the true value of 6 in

the diner. In addition, the nontotally symmetric vibrations in a pure .

isotopic crystal or diner carry little or no exciton splitting and are built

on the exciton band center, not one of the exciton levels.2 3 The measured

61-00 separation for h6*:h6 is 523.3 cm
-1 , but, based on this reasoning, the

1 0

true 61-0O separation is 521.4 cr-1 . The exciton band center is thus

1.9 cm 1 higher than the observed k6C:h 6 lower energy exciton band

component. This method of calculating the exciton interaction yields 112

-1.9 ca . Similar estimates can be made for d6 :d6, d6 :h6 diners, but the

61 transitions in these diners are not well resolved. An accurate value of

61 for d6  is thus not readily available.

The analysis of the 0 0 exciton band based on just the 000 transitions

of h6 o:h6. h6 :d6 and d6 :d6, d6 :h6 gives the band center -1.3 cm
1 above

the observed hosodimer origins and a value of 12 equal to -1.3 cm-1 .

Considering the various assumptions made in both calculations, the best

value of M12 is probably an average of these estimates: therefore, N12 -1.612

cm- -

The benzene diner was previously suggested to be polar based on a ff.,-

study.6'7 This work concludes that the diner has C2v symmetry with the two

benzene molecules perpendicularly arranged relative to one another. We

believe that this perpendicular C2v arrangement is a reasonable one based on

these data and the benzene crystal data. As can be seen in the bensene- K.

.7..-
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toluene system, two different conformations are possible even though the

parallel displaced (low transition energy) conformation is dominant for our

beau condition. If the statistical distribution between the two possible

geometries for the benzene diner is the same as for the toluene-benzese

diner, we would probably not be able to detect the perpendicular

configuration of the benzene diner.

A recent calculation suggests that the benzene diner geometry is

close to the parallel stacked displaced configuration but with the 1ligand'
I

ring tilted out of the plane by -260 (i.e., _\). This calculation employs a

exp-6-1 potential. The geometry calculated, however, is inconsistent with

our spectroscopic data. Nonetheless, this potential gives a 'local minimum'

(-905 vs -915 co-1 ) in the surface at the parallel stacked displaced C2h

configuration suggested by the present experimental data. Te will discuss

calculations for the benzene and toluene diners in a subsequent publication.

2. Excited state dynamics

The shortening of the S1 lifetime of the benzene diner with respect

to the benzene monomer (36 ns vs. 103 us) has been attributed to excimer

formation upon excitation. The previous work suggests a transformation of

a ground state perpendicular conformation to a parallel stacked (sandwich)

excimer geometry. Based on the parallel displaced configuration determined

in the last section, the exciner transformation must take the diner from a

parallel displaced configuration to a parallel stacked (undisplaced)

configuration. The parallel displaced ground and monexcimer excited state

configuration of the benzene diner would appear to facilitate the

transformation, with zero energy barrier, to the excimer geometry.

L

.................................................... .-..... .- -. . . . .,.. . ...-.. ,, ..-- " -. , -.-- .- - - - " . . '
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C. Toluene diner

Due to the complexity of the toluene diner spectrum, the geometry and

excited state dynamics of this system cannot be elucidated with any

certainty at present. However, the fact that the absorption bands exhibit

different ionization energy dependence suggests that the toluene diner has

two different accessible configurations. 4

In the toluene benzene system, the more red shifted parallel displaced

conformation has a lover ionization energy than the less red shifted

perpendicular conformation: this same behavior is observed for the toluene -

diner. The sharp features near -20 cm-1 from the toluene monomer would then

be associated with the perpendicular diner and the broader features to the

low energy side of the transition would be associated with the parallel .

displaced diner (Figs. 8-11). The lifetime data for ha:ha seen to favor

this general interpretation. However, the S1 lifetimes appear to be a

function of beam conditions and isotopic substitution (Table VI); a firm

conclusion therefore is difficult to reach.

The potential surfaces for these two species must be very close

together at this energy and the spectra are clearly quite dependent on

temperature and the exact positions of the energy levels. At the present

time we can only be certain that at least two configurations for the toluene

dimer exist and one of them has a reduced lifetime.

V. Conclusion

Through the observation of lifetimes, absorption (2-color TOFIS

detected), isotopic substitution, and ionization energy dependences,

information has been gathered on three aromatic diners: (benzeae)2,

(toluene-benzene), and (toluene)2. The ability to compare and contrast the

behavior found for the three systems has also been of considerable

............................ ......... . ....... --. '
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assistance in determining their structure and dynamics. The important

information obtained in this study can be summarized as follows:

1. Two different conformations were observed for toluene-benzene and

(toluene)2 ; in one conformation the molecules are arranged in a

perpendicular fashion and in the other they are parallel and displaced.

Only the parallel displaced configuration is observed for (benzene)2 in 

these optical experiments. Both diner geometries of the toluene and

toluene-benzene systems, parallel and perpendicular, have similar enough

binding energies to be present in the bean expansion simultaneously.

2. The cluster shifts for the S1 transitions of the parallel displaced

configuration diners are -40 cm - 1 for h6*:h6- -45 cm-1 for h6e:hs, and

-250 cm 1 for hS :h 6 . In the perpendicular configuration this shift is

-25 cm 1 for hke:h 6 and -20 cm - 1 for ham:h8. These shifts imply that the

excited states are more tightly bound than the ground states.

3. The exchange or exciton splitting in the 00 level of (benzene) 2 has

0
been found in two ways: an isotopic-exciton analysis of the 00 transition

and a band center determination based on 61. Rach method has a number of

assumptions and the values for M12 are 1.3 cm -1 and 1.9 on- , respectively.

The best estimate of 112 is probably -1.6 cm 1 .

4. The site splitting of 61 is 3.6 cm-1 in the benzene diner.

S. The parallel displaced conformation of the benzene and toluene-

benzene dimers in the excited 91 state transform into an exciner geometry,

thus shortening the excited state lifetimes. The barrier heights are -0 c-

for (benzene) 2 and -900 ca 1 for toluene-benzene. "_

. * .* "

"*.. • . . '. . - . . .*** . . * *. * - . .. * - * .. . -. . . . .. *
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Further work on these systems is being carried out in three

different directions: 1) calculations of shifts and structures based

on a niumber of different potentials, 2) two-photon spectroscopy at

much higher sensitivity; and 3) asymmetric isotropic substitution

studies.
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TABLE 1

Toluene-benzene (h :h) transitions observed by 2 color -TOF'MS

8 61
*detection between 37230 and 38200 cm

Transition energy Relative Dimer Vibrational AVa Tentative

-1-1 -1b
(vac cm )Intensity intervals cm (cm )assignments'

0 0 37230.5 100 0 -247.0 0 0 pd

0

3729.07 1.5-225.3 B1

37272.4 90 41.9 -201.4 V 0.
1 1

37283.0 38 52.5 -191.6 A 0V0
2

335686 75.1 -170.9 V

37313.8 21 83.5 -162.9 A1 V2
0 0

1 2
37324.7 21 94.2 -152.3 B V

0 0

37344.4 30 113.9 -132.7

37375.0 17 144.9 -101.0
0L

37453.5 15 - 24.2 0 0 p

37468.7 17 - 8.8

37470.6 19 -6.9

37484.4 19 6.9

37486.8 19 9.3

37493.2 10 15.7

37499.7 14 22.2

37502.2 13 24.7

37508.5 8 31

37512.9 8 35.4

37514.9 9 37.4

15,376.70 -244.0 15~ pd~

37606.2 6 42.7 -201.3 15 Il
0

037640.4 3 76.9 -167.1 i
0 0



Table 1 (page 2)

-2 4 3 4 6 ap d

6a I  37693.1 23 0 -243.4 6ao I

37734.3 19 41.2 -202.2 0 V00

6aV 2 ;6blA 0
37768.9 18 75.8 -167.6 00 00

6aI  .-

37926.5 5 - 10.0 o p

37941.7 4 5.2

37956.4 5 20.0

* 6b16b01 37761.5 60 0 -246.0 6b1  pd0 2 4 06b V 0

37803.6 50 42.1 -204.0 6 V

37816.1 20 54.6 -191.4 6b A v 1

37838.0 45 76.5 -169.5 6b 0V

37846.2 12 84.7 -161.3 6b A V- ~0 0 0, ,

37856.7 10 95.2 -150.8 6b B I0  o0

37876.9 15 115.4 -130.6

37909.0 13 147.5 - 98.5

37984.2 20 0 -245.8 1 pd;6b p
1 13784. 2 00 0L. I1A 1  pd "

37990.1 2 5.4 -240.4 o o:
379011 1 1

38000.1 5 15.4 -230.4 10 B 0pd;6b0

3805.14 3.4-215.4 6b0
3801.11

38031.2 15 46.5 -199.3 1 V pd;6b p..

38041.1 8 56.5 -189.4 1 0A1V1 ,pd

38064.6 14 79.9 -165.9 112

0 38160.1 20 0 -250.4 120

" -22.018a I  pd
18a 1  38200.5 25 0 -242.0 0

00

ir..



Table 1 (page 3)

a: Shifts are relative to h transitions. For 6a and 1 transitions shifts are8 0 0

relative to the more intense Fermi resonance components.

b: Assignments are tentative. A,B refer to the bending modes and V indicates the

stretching mode pd and p indicate the absorption features are due to the

parallel displaced and perpendicular conformations,'respectively. No indication

of pd or p implies an assignment to the geometry most recently stated.

7a

,-• -. ,
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TABLE 11

The relative energies and the tentative assignments of the absorption

features of h 6*h 8near the h 6.

Energy Relative Dimer shifts a Assignments b

(vac cm )intensity (cm )

38555.9 31 -52.8 h :h
8 6

38560.5 100 -48.2 61 h:h~p

38565.0 81 -43.7 61 h :h pd
o*

38568.9 33 -39.8 h8:

38574.1 27 -34.6 h :h
8 6

38577.9 27 -30.8 h :h8 6

38582.2 33 -26.5 h 6*h8

6~ 8

38586.7 29 -1822.0:

38590.5 23 -18.2 h :h
6~ 8

38595.8 24 -12.9 h :h6 8

38600.9 22 1 .8 h :h
6~ 8

380. 19e -hft 1.9eltvet h 6 8087c6~ 89

b. Assignments are tentative and are derived from the comparison of

thebh:hl h* h and h *:d spectra. (See fig. 3). pd- parallel
6 8 6 8 8~ 6

displaced configuration.

% 1



TABLE III

The S lifetimes T of isotopically substituted toluene-benzene and

benzene dimers at various vibronic levels.

S lifetime in nanosecondsa

*Isotopic 00 6b1  121 61
species

_ q

h 8 78

h b -
6  103

h8 :h6 J 79 60 49

75

h6 : h8  36

h 6:h6 40 39

h6:d6  39

d6 :d 46
6 6

d :h
6 6 47

1
a: 6bi,121 Vibronic levels of toluene .:,

61 : V ibronic level of benzene

b: See ref. 16

4""

.1



Table IV

I0
The 0~ and 6b bands of isotopically substituted toluene-benzene

dimers.a

ItI
Transitions h 8h 8 d 6h *h 6d ad 8*d 6 d 8*h6

vac.v AV h AV h AVhAb h a Vd AVd AVd AVd
d h d h d h d- h

(cm )(cm )(cm )(CM )

0 0 37477.5 -242.7 -247.0 4.3 37671.5 -251.9 -259.8 7.9

6b 38007.5 -243.1 -246.0 2.9 38178.5 -249.9 -255.1 5.2
0

a: Av energy difference between h *d and h
d 8 6 8

h**
AV h h h

h 8 6 8

Ad**
dVt d :d #

d 8 6*

h~ 8

86m
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TABLE V

The 0 and 61 bands of isotopically subsituted benzene dimersa.
0 3

Transitions h6  h*It h*:h d6  d6:h 6  d:d
66 6 6 6 d 6  6 6

(vac.V ) h h (h h v) AVd AVd AdV -
d h d h h d h d

(cm- (cm ) (cm-) (cm

00 ' .b
o 38086.1 -38.7 -42.0 3.3 38289.1 -39 -42.2 3.2

61 38608.7 -41.8 -43.1 1.3 38787.3 -44.2 c  -41.5 2.7
0

-38.0 -39.4 1.4

h*
a: Av energy difference between h -d and h

d 6'6 6

Av : "" h6:h and h
h 6 6 6

d*
AV" d :h  and dh6 6 6

V d d6 :d and dd 6 6 6

b: See reference 19

c: Measured from the band maximum
(see Fig 7).
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Figure Captions

Fig 1. 2-color TOF mass spectra of h8 :h6 near the toluene electronic

origin. Energy scale is relative to t 00 at 37477.5 cm -

Note the different ionization energy dependence of the absorption

features. Experimental conditions: 50Pm CW nozzle, nozzle temp .1
= 25°C, backing pressure = 200 psi.

Fig 2 Expanded traces of the 2-color mass spectra of b8:hb and

0 * 0
h :d near the h8 0. Energy scale is relative to the h8 0o

Note that the spectral shifts due to isotopic substitution are minor

(2cm ). Experimental conditions: 0.5mm pulsed nozzle, nozzle

temp 250 C; bac~Ing pressure = 100 psi.

Fig 3. 2-color mass spectra of h8:h /hs:h and hs:d near the h
8 b / 8:h an h8d nerte661 * 61 -1 -

6. Energy scale is relative to h 6 1 at 38b08.7 cm .
0 60o

Absorption features of h6 :h 8 can be identified by comparing these

three spectra (see Table II). Experimental conditions: see Fig. 2.

* * 0
Fig 4. 2 color mass spectra of h *d and h :h near the 0 of the

8 8 8b o

parallel displaced configuration of hs:h 6. Energy scale is relative

to the h* 0°0 at 37477-5. Note the unusual isotopic shifts

kTable IV). Experimental conditions: see Fig 2. ,

-. !.5.... . .V , - ,- 4' . • ., .- o ~ -,.. -.. . , . . . . .. . . - % - . . .* . . o % - - - o . . - . -, • , - . - • - ,



* * 0
Fig 5. 2 color mass spectra of d :d6 ind d :hb near the 0 of the

parallel displaced configuration of d :h . Energy scale is relative ____'

8 b'

to the d 0 at 37671.5 cm Note the unusual isotopic shifts -

(see Table IV). Experimental conditions: see Fig 2.

Fig 6. 2-color mass spectra of h6:d b , h :hb, db: 6 and d :d--6 bh 6 h6  db 6 ad6 6

at the 00. Note that the homomolecular dimers are always to the
0

lower energy of the hetermolecular dimers (see Table V). Energy

scales are relative to the 00 of h (38086.1 cm- ) and d
0 6b

-1
(38289.1 cm- ). Experimental conditions: see Fig 2.

Fig 7. 2-color mass spectra of h 6:db h6:hb, d6h:b and d 6:d b

at the b. In all cases, the homomolecular dimer are found
0

to the lower energy of the heteromolecular dimers (see Table V).

Energy scales are relative to the 61 of h6 (38b08.7 cm
- )

0 6

and d (38787.3 cm ). Experimental conditions: see Fig 2.
b

I-.

Fig 8. 2-color mass spectra of h :d and h :h near the toluene
8 8 8 8

electronic origin. Energy scale is relative to the h 0
80o

Experimental conditions: 0.5mm pulsed nozzle, backing pressure

100 psi, nozzle temperature = 4°C, 2 - 9.

I .'..'.'.-

'-' ;% .



:,- %.Z

Fig 9. 2-color mass spectra of d :h6 and d :d8 near the toluene

- d electronic origin. Energy scale is relative to the
0

d 00 Expermental conditions: see Fig 8.. "

Fig 10. Top trace: 2 color mass spectrum of h :h8.
8 *

Bottom trace: 1-color TOF mass spectrum of h :h Energy
8 8

* 0
scale is relative to the hO 0 Note the different

8o

ionization dependence of the absorption features. Experimental

conditions: see Fig 8.

*!

Fig 11. Top trace: 2-color mass spectrum of do:do;

Bottom trace: 1-color TOF mass spectrum of d8 :d8. Energy
* 0 giot hdfern

scale is relative to the d 0 0 Pgain, note the different
8o

ionization energy dependence of the absorption features.

Experimental conditions: see Fig 8.
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